Common Threads Among Catastrophic Mishaps
Lessons Not Learned
Vulnerable Design
Workmanship Shortcomings
Process Control Failures
Failure to Control Cri=cal Material Items
Fraud
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The Big Dig
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7.5 mile corridor
161 lane miles
5 miles of tunnel
6 interchanges
200 bridges
541,000 truckloads of dirt
3.8 million cubic yards of
concrete

Originally scheduled to be completed in 1998 at a cost of $2.6 billion,
the project was ﬁnally completed in 2006 at a cost of $14 billion.
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The Gi;
On September 9, 1999, a construc=on contractor employee installing
ven=la=on ductwork over the tunnel ceiling no=ced that several of the
anchors had begun to pull out.

The Smoking Gun
On November 12, 1999, a proof load test was performed on one of the
anchors that had shown signiﬁcant nine-sixteenths-inch displacement. The
engineer noted that “the bolt held for a few seconds, then began to pull
out with almost no resistance”.
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The Supplier’s Response
When the supplier was called to examine the anchor displacements, they seemed surprised that
the anchors that had been successfully proof tested only a few months before could be failing.
Installa=on problems (e.g., excessive preload) were postulated as the cause.
No evidence was found that the supplier took any follow-up ac=on ader the examina=on.
- No further tes=ng
- No further research

“At least some supplier officials were aware that their Fast Set epoxy was
subject to creep, but this information was apparently not considered or
was not known by the representatives who evaluated the failed
anchors. Even if the information about poor creep resistance was not
common knowledge, a reasonable amount of research would likely
have revealed it. The Safety Board would have expected the supplier
of a safety critical component to have been more proactive in
determining why its product was failing.”

The Builder, Design Agent, and
Project Manager Reply
Increased proof load tes=ng
The root cause for the hanger displacement was never
iden=ﬁed…
… and surveillance monitoring inspec=ons were never
implemented.
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"You’ve noted the key piece of information that is missing. That is the
cause of the anchor failure and how the repair procedure will
overcome that… We are not trying to hold up construction, we are
trying to make a determination that the installation is safe…”
Design Manager e-mail concerning
response to Deficiency Report

“Glaringly absent from the Deficiency Report is any explanation
why the anchors failed and what steps are proposed to ensure
that this problem does not reoccur.”
Structural Engineer e-mail reply

The Gi; (Part 2)
On December 17, 2001, a quality control inspector submiBed a Noncompliance Report, which
stated:
“Several anchors appear to be pulling away from the concrete. The subject anchors were
previously tested to the revised value of 6,350 pounds, all of which passed. […] Reason for
failure is unknown.”
“At this point, it should have been obvious […] that the remedy that had been developed in
response to the anchor displacement in the [High Occupancy Vehicle] tunnel in 1999 had
not been eﬀec/ve, as anchors that had passed proof tes/ng at higher values were s/ll
displacing. This was another opportunity to […] inspect all the installed anchors to
determine the extent and, more importantly, the cause of the anchor displacement.
Instead, the companies apparently considered the con/nuing failures as isolated instances
and took no ac/on to address the problem in a systemic way.”
NTSB Accident Report
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Accident Synopsis
At 11 p.m. on July 10, 2006, a
1991 Buick passenger car
occupied by a 46-year-old male
driver and his 38-year-old wife
was traveling eastbound in the
I-90 connector tunnel in Boston,
MA, en route to Logan
Interna=onal Airport. As the car
approached the end of the
connector tunnel, a sec=on of
the tunnel’s suspended
concrete ceiling (26 tons)
detached from the tunnel roof
and fell onto the vehicle,
crushing its right side.
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NTSB Accident Report
Proximate Cause
Use of an epoxy anchor adhesive with poor creep resistance
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Creep
Epoxy is a polymer and its s=ﬀness is =me and temperature dependent. If a
load is applied suddenly, the epoxy responds like a hard solid. But if that load is
then held constant, the molecules within the polymer may begin to rearrange
and slide past one another, causing the epoxy to gradually deform. As the
deforma=on increases, it becomes irreversible.

ASTM D2990-01
Since the proper=es of viscoelas=c materials are dependent on =me…an
instantaneous test result cannot be expected to show how a material will behave
when subjected to stress or deforma=on for an extended period of =me.

Epoxy
Secured Bolts

Creep
The Unknown Known

“At least some supplier officials were aware that their Fast Set epoxy was
subject to creep, but this information was apparently not considered or was
not known by the representatives who evaluated the failed anchors. Even if
the information about poor creep resistance was not common knowledge, a
reasonable amount of research would likely have revealed it. The Safety
Board would have expected the supplier of a safety critical component to
have been more proactive in determining why its product was failing.”
NTSB Accident Report
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The Unknown Known (cont)
“This accident inves=ga=on revealed a striking lack of awareness among
designers, contractors, managers, and overseers about the nature and
performance of polymer adhesives, even as those adhesives were being
approved for use an applica=ons where a failure would present an
immediate threat to the public.
Even ader being presented with evidence of anchor creep, project managers
and overseers failed to recognize the inherent weakness in the epoxy
adhesive – a weakness that could not be overcome even with the best
installa=on prac=ces or the most rigorous short-term proof tes=ng.”
NTSB Accident Report

CogniGve Dissonance
From Wikipedia:
• A psychological term describing the uncomfortable tension that may result
from having two conflicting thoughts at the same time, or from engaging in
behavior that conflicts with one's beliefs, or from experiencing apparently
conflicting phenomena.
• In simple terms, it can be the filtering of information that conflicts with what
you already believe, in an effort to ignore that information and reinforce
your beliefs.

Wikipedia

Failure of imagination
From Wikipedia:
A failure of imagination is a circumstance wherein something seemingly
predictable (particularly from hindsight) and undesirable was not planned for.
Failure of imagination is related to unknown unknowns.

Accidents related failures of imagination
Failure of imagination has been invoked in regards to the Apollo 1 fire by
astronaut Frank Borman in 1967 when he spoke at the Apollo 1 investigation
hearings. It has also been mentioned in reference to design flaws in the
RMS Titanic and … the failure of the United States to anticipate the
attack on Pearl Harbor.

ContribuGng Causal Factor
- Inadequate Industry Standards ICC AC58:

Either a design safety factor of 5.33 or a 120-day creep
test is required for Fast Set epoxy.

“Given that the ability to sustain a load over a period of time is a
typical requirement for almost any type of fastener, the Safety Board
is concerned that the ICC has allowed creep testing of epoxy
adhesives to be optional. A design engineer should be provided with
all of the relevant information about a product before it is used in a
safety critical application.”
NTSB Accident Report

Consequently…
To support product qualiﬁca=on, the supplier provided an
Evalua=on Report (ER) which included bond strength tables
specifying a safety factor of 5.33 for Fast Set epoxy- not the
results of creep tests*.
* The Safety Board learned during the inves=ga=on that Fast Set epoxy had been tested for creep
performance in 1995 and 1996 and had failed to meet the standard
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DesGnaGon Disaster
On March 3, 1974, Turkish Airlines Flight 981, on a
rou=ne ﬂight from Paris to London, crashed in a
dense forest in France, resul=ng in the loss of all 346
persons aboard.
At 11,500 feet, the diﬀeren=al pressure in the cabin
caused the ad cargo door to open and be blown oﬀ.
The large hole suddenly appearing in a pressure hull
created an outward accelera=on of air so rapid as to
resemble a bomb explosion.
The explosion destroyed the ﬂooring above the cargo
hold, severing the control cables for the rudder, the
elevators, and the number two engine.

The proximate cause of the accident was determined to be a faulty latch.
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Latch Design
“There were mul=ple complex linkages between the external
handle and the locking pin bar which, in aggregate, were far
too weak and ﬂexible. Rather than encountering an
irresis=ble force if the locking pins hit the lugs of an unclosed
latch, a baggage handler of normal strength could push the
handle fully down, thinking that he had thus insured the
closing of the door when all he had done was bend the
internal bars and rods out of shape.”
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“It was, by any sense of safety
engineering, a gimcrack piece of
design. Yet, because of decisions
taken about ﬂoor strength and
control-cable routes, the safety of
every man, woman and child who
went aboard the DC-10 was
dependent upon the eﬃcacy of the
linkages from the moment the
plane went into service.”

Paul Eddy
Des=na=on Disaster
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Contribu=ng Causal Factors
Design Choices
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Door Conﬁgura=on
Rou=ng of cables, hydraulic lines & wire
Floor strength
Latch design
Cockpit indicator light
Vent door design

FMEA
In the summer of 1969, Douglas asked Convair to
draft a FMEA for the lower cargo door system of the
DC-10. Convair produced a document which
accurately foresaw the deadly consequences of a
cargo-door latch failure. But neither Convair’s draft
FMEA, nor anything closely resembling it, was ever
shown to the FAA.
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The Gi;
On May 29, 1970, during ground tes=ng of Ship 1 to prepare it for its
upcoming maiden ﬂight, the air condi=oning system was being exercised to
build up a pressure diﬀeren=al of 4 to 5 pounds per square inch. Suddenly,
the forward lower cargo door blew open causing a large sec=on of the
cabin ﬂoor to collapse into the hold.

McDonnell Douglas aBributed the incident almost en=rely to human
failure on the part of the baggage handler.
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The Applegate Memorandum:
“The poten=al for long term Convair liability has been causing me
increasing concern for several reasons… the airplane demonstrated
an inherent suscep=bility to catastrophic failure when exposed to
explosive decompression of the cargo compartment in 1970 ground
tests … It seems to me inevitable that in the twenty years ahead of
us, DC-10 cargo doors will come open and cargo compartments will
experience decompression and I would expect this to usually result in
the loss of the airplane.”
F.D. Applegate
Director of Product Engineering
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Convair

The Gi; (Part 2)
On June 12, 1972, American Flight 96 departed Detroit, MI and was
climbing through 11,750 feet when the rear cargo door blew out causing an
explosive decompression and loss of ﬂight controls. The crew managed to
regain control of the plane and return to Detroit.

“The design characteris=cs of the latching mechanism permiBed the door to be
apparently closed, when, in fact, the latches were not fully engaged and the
lockpins were not in place.”
Na=onal Transporta=on
Safety Board Accident Report (NTSB)
February 28, 1973
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The Midnight Gentlemen’s Agreement:
The president of Douglass persuaded the FAA
Administrator that correc=ve measures could be
undertaken as a result of a gentleman’s agreement,
thereby not requiring the issuance of an FAA
Airworthiness Direc=ve.

“ When you have a well–constructed state with a
well-framed legal code, to put incompetent
officials in charge of administering the code is
a waste of good laws, and the whole business
degenerates into farce.”
Plato
Laws (Book IV)

Per the Gentlemen’s Agreement, Douglas
issued two airline service bulle=ns:
1. Install a peephole and a decal showing
diagramma=cally what the handler would see if the
locking pin was safely home. Issued as a Safety Alert.
2. Install a support plate to hold up the torque tube just
inside the handle. Issued as a rou=ne service bulle=n.

A Clear Case of Fraud
Planning Department records clearly show that on July 18, 1972, three
inspectors seemingly applied stamps indica=ng that the support plate had
been installed and the lock tube had been modiﬁed. These three men were
brought forward and examined under oath. It emerged that not one of
these three could recall having worked on the cargo door of any DC-10 at
any =me. Nor could they recall on any occasion whatever on which they
had worked together.

Douglas maintained to the end that human error must account for the
falsity of the records.
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“Because history is an unrepeatable
experiment, we cannot prove that
the extra urgency, legal weight, and
publicity which go with
Airworthiness Direc=ves would
necessarily have made the
diﬀerence. But the crucial point is
the determina=on on the FAA
Administrator’s part that the
Douglas company itself could be led
to handle the maBer in its own
way.”
Paul Eddy
Des=na=on Disaster

The Loss of Two Technological Marvels with All Crew Aboard
USS Thresher

Apollo 1 Command Module

First in Its Class
It was fast, quiet and deep diving: the leading
edge of U.S. submarine technology.

First in Its Class
It was much larger and more complex than any
previous design: the leading edge of U.S.
spacecrad technology.
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Loss of the USS Thresher
On April 10, 1963, while engaged
in a deep test dive 220 miles east
of Cape Cod, MA, the USS Thresher
was lost at sea, seBling at a depth
of 8,400 feet with all aboard.
In the end, 112 naval oﬃcers and
enlisted personnel and 7 civilians perished.
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Loss of the Apollo 1 Command Module
On January 27, 1967, the Apollo 1 crew entered the
spacecrad to perform a launch countdown rehearsal
test. The test commenced with installing the hatch
door and purging the cabin with a 100 percent
oxygen atmosphere.

Grissom, White, and Chaﬀee
Hours later, a spark from faulty wiring insula=on
ignited a ﬁre consuming an abundance of
ﬂammable materials in the cockpit.

Pad 34: Site of the Apollo 1 Fire

The ﬁre created an overwhelming pressure
against the hatch door, sealing the crew inside.
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ContribuGng Causal Factors
Inadequate Workmanship
USS Thresher
Improperly brazed pipe joint

Poorly brazed pipes led to the electrical shortage
that led to the loss of the USS Thresher

Apollo 1
“The board found numerous examples
in the wiring of poor installa=on and
poor workmanship.”

Wires where the ﬁre was suspected to have started
45

ContribuGng Causal Factors
IneﬀecGve CorrecGve AcGon
USS Thresher
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
inspectors using newly
developed ultrasonic tes=ng
techniques iden=ﬁed
numerous instances of faulty
brazed joints; however, many
brazed joints on the USS
Thresher were never tested
using the new technique.

Apollo 1
Kennedy Space Center
inspectors cited mul=ple
instances of deﬁcient parts,
equipment, and workmanship.
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ContribuGng Causal Factors
Vulnerable Design
Inadequate Emergency Recovery
Unforeseen Failure Mode
USS Thresher

Apollo 1

• Reactor shutdown

• Pure oxygen atmosphere

• Impaired access to vital equipment

• Combus=ble materials

• Compromised ballast tank blow

• Inward opening hatch
• Inadequate escape provisions

Wreckage from the USS Thresher’s sonar
dome can be seen on the ocean ﬂoor
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Fallen Astronauts
The reasoning behind the use of pure oxygen seemed sound enough. In
the vacuum of space the cabin pressure needed to be maintained at less
than 6 psi. Tests had already proved that any ﬁre at this pressure, even
in a pure oxygen environment, could be easily contained and
ex=nguished. During ground tests, however, a sea-level pressure of 14.7
psi would envelop the spacecrad. If the outside pressure exceeded that
inside the spacecrad by more than 2 psi, there was a chance that the
pressure hull could rupture, so it was impossible to test the spacecrad
on the pad using the 5.2 to 5.6 psi that would be standard once the
spacecrad had achieved orbit. Instead the engineers cranked up the
interior to more than 16 psi to exceed sea-level pressure. It would prove
to be a fatal error of reasoning: that easily contained ﬁre in space at less
than 6 psi would become an explosive inferno at 16 psi.
Colin Burgess

When VulnerabiliGes Line Up,
Consequences Can Be DevastaGng
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Fraud

Sapa Proﬁles may have altered mechanical
proper=es test results performed on
aluminum extrusions produced from at
least 1996 to 2007, and may have reported
altered test reports in material
cer=ﬁca=ons given to its customers during
that =meframe.
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Counterfeit Parts
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CombaXng Fraud
Heightened Awareness and Understanding
Supplier Oversight and TesGng of Incoming Product
Western Titanium
M&M Metals

A&P Alloys
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Workmanship/CorrecGve AcGon

“Orbital ATK and NASA discovered the
presence of a defect introduced during
machining of the bearing bore housing…
Forensic inves/ga/on of Engine E17, which
failed during ATP in May 2014, discovered the
presence of a similar non-conforming defect
in the housing”
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Material Control
JULY 20, 2015

CRS-7 INVESTIGATION
UPDATE
“Preliminary analysis suggests the overpressure event in the upper-stage liquid
oxygen tank was ini=ated by a ﬂawed piece of support hardware (a “strut”)
inside the second stage. Several hundred struts ﬂy on every Falcon 9 vehicle,
with a cumula=ve ﬂight history of several thousand. The strut that we believe
failed was designed and material cer=ﬁed to handle 10,000 pounds of force, but
failed at 2,000 pounds, a ﬁve-fold diﬀerence. Detailed close-out photos of stage
construc=on show no visible ﬂaws or damage of any kind.”
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Musk also blames overconﬁdence
for the accident… “When you’ve only
ever seen success, you don’t fear
failure quite as much.

High performing organiza/ons are
preoccupied with the prospect of
failure .

40 years later, recalling the lessons of
Apollo 1
January 28, 2007|Michael Cabbage | Orlando Sentinel

"What we really learned from the Apollo fire, in the words of [former
astronaut] Frank Borman, was the failure of imagination," said William
H. Gerstenmaier, NASA's associate administrator for space operations.
"We couldn't imagine a simple test on the pad being that catastrophic.
"The message to the team is to remember how difficult our business is,
the importance of staying focused and using our imaginations to
envision what can go wrong."

AddiGonal Stuﬀ
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Demonstrated Reliability vs Insight/Oversight

USS IWO JIMA Mishap
A Set-up for Failure

Bryan O’Connor
Chief,
Oﬃce of Safety and Mission Assurance
NASA Headquarters, Washington, DC
OSMA POC, Brian HughiB (202) 358-1572

What Happened
- October 1990: USS IWO JIMA Amphibious Assault Ship Deployed to Persian
Gulf, Opera=on DESERT SHIELD
- Docked at Bahrain shipyard for emergent repairs
- As ship was leaving port- one hour ader propulsion plant brought on linebonnet fasteners for a 4” valve supplying steam to Ships Service Turbine
Generator failed catastrophically
- 850 degree superheated steam at 600 psi escaped into manned
compartment
- Nine sailors killed instantly, one more fatally injured

(61)

Proximate Cause
Unauthorized subs=tu=on of black oxide coated
brass fasteners for high strength steel fasteners

Alloy Steel Nuts
(62)

Black Oxide Coated Nuts

The Set-Up
- BOCBF’s virtually iden=cal in appearance to high strength steel fasteners.
Coa=ng served no func=onal purpose - applied in order to standardize
common parts
- Fasteners readily available and easily interchangeable
- Brass exhibits signiﬁcantly diminished strength proper=es from steel under
elevated temperatures
- Manufacturer Logo on BOCBF box: “Fasteners for High Strength
Applica=ons”
(63)

ContribuGng Causal Factors
- Repair speciﬁca=ons did not iden=fy fastener part numbers
- No evidence that Government hold point inspec=ons were performed
- Inadequate knowledge of Level I material control requirements

-
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Segrega=on from non-Level I
Segrega=on of look-alike parts
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Documenta=on

